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THE INFLUENCE OF SUGGESTION ON SUICIDE:
SUBSTANTIVE AND THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS
OF THE WERTHER EFFECT*
DAVID P. PHILLIPS
State Universityof New Yorkat Stony Brook
American Sociological Review 1974, Vol. 39 (June):340-54

Thispaper shows that suicides increaseimmediatelyafter a suicidestory has been publicizedin
the newspapersin Britainand in the UnitedStates, 1947-1968. The morepublicitydevoted to a
suicide story, the larger the rise in suicides thereafter. The rise in suicides after a story is
restrictedmainly to the area in which the story was publicized.Alternativeexplanationsof
these findings are examined; the evidence indicates that the rise in suicides is due to the
influence of suggestionon suicide, an influence not previouslydemonstratedon the national
level of suicides.Thesubstantive,theoretical,and methodologicalimplicationsof thesefindings
are examined.

T

wo hundred years ago, Goethe wrote a
novel called The Sorrows of the Young
Werther,in which the hero committed
suicide. Goethe's novel was read widely in
Europe, and it was said that people in many
countriesimitated Werther'smannerof death.
According to Goethe, "My friends... .thought
that they must transformpoetry into reality,
imitate a novel like this in real life and, in any
case, shoot themselves;and what occurred at
first among a few took place later among the
generalpublic. . . ." (Goethe, quoted in Rose,
1929: XXIV.) Widespread imitation of
Werther'ssuicide was never conclusivelydemonstrated, but authorities were sufficiently
apprehensiveto ban the book in severalareas,
including Italy (Gray, 1967), Leipzig, and
Copenhagen(Rose, 1929).
More than one hundredyears after Werther
was written, Durkhein (1897) reviewed
research linking suicide and suggestion (e.g.,
Tarde, 1903) and found no conclusive
evidence relating imitation and the social
suicide rate. Durkheim acknowledged that
imitation might influence a few personsin the
immediate vicinity of a well-known suicide,
but he assertedthat imitation does not affect
the national level of suicides. He conceded
that a few suicides might be precipitatedby
*I would like to thank Andrew Calia and Rosalie
Phillips for collecting and for helping to analyse
much of the data used in this paper. I am grateful to
my colleague, John Logan, for his helpful criticisms
and comments.

suggestion but he felt that these would
probablyhave occurredeventuallyeven in the
absence of suggestion. Students of suicide
have tended to follow Durkheimrather than
Goethe or Tarde;and in the eighty years since
Suicide was published, the influence of
suggestionon suicide has seldom been studied.
The comprehensiveBibliography on Suicide
and Suicide Prevention, 1897-1970 (Farberow, 1972) which includes severalthousand
items, does not list the words "suggestion,"
"imitation,"or "contagion"in its index.
In his book reviewing the literature on
suicide, Lester (1972) found seven studies on
suggestion or imitation, and he devoted a
chapter to describingthem. Lester noted that
the results of some studies were inconclusive
(Motto, 1967), contradictory (Crawford and
Willis, 1966; Seiden, 1968) or could be
explained by processes other than imitation
(Weiss, 1958; Kreitman et al., 1969). Motto
(1967) hypothesized that suicide rates should
fall during newspaper strikes because during
those periods, potential suicides would find
no publicized suicides to imitate. Motto examined the suicide rates in seven cities undergoing newspaper strikes and found no evidence to support his hypothesis. Crawford
and Willis(1966) studied six pairs of suicides
and found evidence of imitation in three pairs
and no evidence in the remaining three.
Seiden (1968) examined five suicidesduringa
one-month period in Berkeley, and felt that
imitation was not involved. Weiss (1958)
noted that sometimes a widower (or widow)
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attempts suicide on the anniversary of his
spouse's death. This phenomenonmight result
from imitation, but it might also result from a
grief that becomes overwhelmingon the anniversary of a partner's death. Kreitman et al.
(1969) noted that attempted suicides had an
unusually large number of suicidal friends.
This result might indicate that personsimitate
their friends' suicides, or that suicide-prone
persons select each other as friends. In conclusion, Lester (1972:188-9) observed, "On the
whole, therefore, contagion and suggestibility
effects are equally difficult both to document
and to rule out.... Clearly, the analysis of
this topic is at too early a stage for reliable
conclusions to be drawn."Thus, prior to the
present study, no investigationthat I know of
has systematically and empirically demonstrated that suggestion affects the national
level of suicide.'
The dearth of studies linking suicide and
suggestion is somewhat puzzling, in view of
the general importance ascribedto contagion
and suggestion in other areas of sociology
(Blumer, 1955; Cantril, 1963; Toch, 1965;
Klapp, 1969; Lang and Lang, 1961). Furthermore, Cantril, Toch and Klapp have claimed
that anomic individuals are unusually suggestible, and many students of suicide have
claimed that anomic individualsare prone to
suicide. If both these claims are correct, then
individuals prone to suicide should also be
suggestible.
In this paper, I will use American and
British statistics to show that the number of
suicides increasesafter the story of a suicide is
publicized in the newspapers.2 It seems ap' Subsequent to Lester's review, Motto (1970)
examined an eighth U.S. city (Detroit) undergoing a
newspaper strike. He found that male suicide rates
went up during the period of the strike, while female
suicide rates went down. He concluded from this
that newspaper strikes produce a drop in suicides (at
least among females). One might just as well have
concluded that newspaper strikes produce a rise in
suicide rates (at least among males). Even if one
supposes with Motto that the newspaper strike did
indeed "produce" the drop in female suicides, this
need not imply that the drop occurred because
suicides were not publicized during the period.
Besides having no suicides reported in the paper,
Detroit changed in many other ways during the
strike; perhaps some of the other changes in Detroit
produced the drop in female suicides.
2 Some
Meerloo,
authors
example,
(for
1968:82-90; Motto, 1967) have noted in passing that
suicides increased after Marilyn Monroe's death, but
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propriateto call this increasein suicides "the
Werther effect," after Goethe's hero. I will
show that this effect is probably due to the
influence of suggestion on suicide. Contrary
to Durkheim'sassertions,the Werthereffect is
manifested on a national and sometimes on an
international scale; furthermore, it is not
necessarily produced by those who would
have committed suicide anyway, even in the
absence of a publicized suicide to imitate. The
Werther effect is interesting for substantive
and for theoretical reasons. These will be
discussed after the effect has been demonstrated.
INCREASE IN NATIONAL SUICIDES AFTER A
PUBLICIZED SUICIDE

A list of postwar suicides publicizedin the
newspaperswas generatedfrom Facts on File,
a general index to world news. The New York
Times Index was then used to determine a
subset of particularly publicized suicides,
namely, those appearingon the front page of
the New York Times. The New York Times,
was used because it is the only U. S. daily
newspaperwith a large circulation(averaging
about 700,000, 1950-1970) and an index
covering the entire postwar period. Later in
this investigation, the New YorkDaily News
(the most popular U. S. newspaper), the
Chicago Tribune, and the London Daily Mirror will also be examined.
National postwarsuicide statistics are available for each month during the period
1946-1968. These statistics can be used to
determine the effect of front-page suicides
during the period 1947-1967. If front-page
suicides stimulate a rise in national suicides,
this increase can be detected by a technique
developed in an earlier paper (Phillips and
Feldman, 1973). The use of this technique
can be illustratedin the case of Daniel Burros,
a leader of the Ku Klux Klanwho committed
suicide on November 1, 1965 when the
newspapers revealed that he was Jewish. In
the month after Burros' death, November of
1965, 1,710 suicides were recorded. There
were 1,639 suicides in November of the
previous year (1964) and 1,665 suicides in
November of the subsequentyear (1966). The
average, (1,639 + 1,665)/2 = 1,652 can be
they were not prompted by this observation to
examine systematically the suicide level after many
publicized suicides.
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taken as an estimate of the numberof suicides
expected in Novemberof 1965, under the null
hypothesis that Burros' death had no effect
on national suicides. It can be seen that this
method of estimatingthe expected numberof
suicides controls for the effects of the seasons
on suicide and for the existence of linear
trends over time in the level of suicide.
Because the observed number of suicides in
November 1965 (1,710) is greater than the
number expected (1,652) there was a rise in
suicides just after Daniel Burros killed himself.3
In general, the above procedure was used
to estimate the effect of front-pagesuicides.
However, in some instances, the following
modificationswere required.
1) Burros'suicide occurredin Novemberof
1965, and Novemberof 1964 and 1966 were
used as control months to estimate the effect
of Burros' death. However, if another frontpage suicide had occurred in November of
1966 it would be inappropriateto use this as
one of the control months. Instead,November
of 1967 would be a more appropriatechoice.
2) If Burros'suicide had been discussedon
November 30, 1965 instead of on November
1, it would be inappropriate to seek the
effects of Burros'death in November;instead,
December would be a more appropriate
choice. In general, if the Times discussed a
front-page suicide late in a month, (after the
23rd), the month after the Times story was
examined. The 23rd was chosen as a cut-off
point because it was arbitrarilyassumedthat
the effect of a front-page story would last
only two weeks. This implies that a front-page
story will have its major effect primarily in
the month of the story, if the story appears
on or before the 23rd of the month. Otherwise, the greatest effect of the front-page
story will be in the month after the story.
Although these proceduresseem plausible,
they are also somewhat arbitrary.It is therefore worth noting that, in general,the Werther
effect still appearswhen different procedures

I

ne might wish to examine the increase in the
suicide rate in the month after the story, rather than
the increase in the number of suicides. Unfortunately, one cannot indulge this wish because the necessary data are lacking. To calculate the suicide rate in
the month after a story, one would need monthly
population figures; and these are generally unknown,
or estimated only.

are followed, for example, if the 15th is used
as a cut-off point, ratherthan the 23rd.
Table 1 gives the number of U. S. suicides
observed after a front-page suicide, and the
number expected under the null hypothesis
that front-pagesuicides have no effect on the
level of national suicides. It can be seen that
suicides increase after twenty-six front-page
stories, and decrease after seven of them.
Given the null hypothesis the probability of
twenty-six or more suicide peaks out of
thirty-three is .00066 (binomial test, p=.5
n=33, X > 26).4
In the next section, I will show that the
Werther effect is probably caused by the
effect of suggestionon suicide.
POSSIBLE CAUSES OF THE WERTHER EFFECT

In attempting to determine the causes of
'This probability, calculated from the binomial
distributions (p = .5; X > 26; n = 33), holds only if
one assumes independence among the thirty-three
successive suicide rises. Because of the logic of
statistical testing, one can never prove that these
thirty-three rises are mutually independent. The
most one can do is test for dependence amongst the
thirty-three observations and, if one finds none,
assume independence amongst them. Accordingly,
the Von Neumann test for serial correlation (Von
Neumann et al., 1941) was used to test for dependence; no evidence of dependence was found and
independence was assumed. The Von Neumann test
was originally designed for observations drawn from
an underlying normal distribution, and one cannot
assume that my observations are drawn from such a
distribution. However, Phillips and Chase (1969)
have shown statistically that the Von Neumann test
can be used for other distributions as well. For a
more detailed discussion of the problem of dependence, see Phillips (1970).
Another, related problem must also be considered
before the binomial test can be applied meaningfully
to the results in Table 1. Exactly the same suicide
data are used to determine whether suicides rise after
Burros' death and to determine whether they rise
after Morrison's death. Obviously, it would be
inappropriate to count the same suicide rise twice in
determining the statistical significance of my findings, because this would make the statistical significance artificially high. Hence, for the purposes of
significance testing, the Burros and Morrison suicide
stories have been treated as one story; and the rise in
suicides after Burros and Morrison killed themselves
has been counted only once. For similar reasons, the
Graham and Ward suicide stories, which occurred on
the same date, have been treated as one story only.
Thus, although there are thirty-five suicide stories
described in Table 1, they have been treated as
thirty-three stories to ensure that the statistical
significance of the results in Table 1 is not artificially
high.
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the Werthereffect, I will first show that the
availableevidence is consistent with the effect
of suggestionon suicide. Then I will show that
some other plausible explanations of the
Werthereffect are inconsistent with the available data.
Timingof the WertherEffect with Respect to
NewspaperStories on Suicide.
If the Werther effect is caused by the
publicizing of suicide stories, then the rise in
the national suicide level should occur only
after each suicide story appears. One cannot
check this prediction as precisely as one
would wish because U. S. suicide statistics are
not tabulated by day of occurrence, only by
month. Nonetheless, these monthly suicide
statistics allow us to determineapproximately
whether suicide levels rise before or after
suicide stories.
Figure 1 gives the rise in suicides in the
month before the suicide story appears,in the
month when it appears,5 and in the months
thereafter. As predicted, suicide levels are not
higher than expected in the month before the
stories appear; but they are considerably
higher than expected in the month of the
story and in the month thereafter. In these
two months, the number of excess suicides is
2,034 (1275 + 759). This is an averageof 58.1
(2,034/35) excess suicides per suicide story.
Of course, it is conceivable that some
excess suicides in the month of the suicide
story occur before that story appears. It is
possible that suicides increase early in the
month of a suicide story even though that
story appears later in the month. This is
unlikely, however, because of the following
evidence. If suicides rise only after a story
appears, then stories appearing late in the
month should elicit a relatively small rise in
suicides in the month of the story, and a
relatively larger rise in suicides in the month
after the story. Conversely, stories appearing
early in the month should elicit a relatively
largerise in suicidesin the month of the story,
s The total number of excess suicides in the
month of the suicide story (1,275) is not equal to
the sum of the excess suicides listed in Table 1
(1,298.5). This is because,in Table 1, the numberof
excess suicides was calculated sometimes for the
month after the suicidestory, and sometimesfor the
month of the story, dependingon whetherthe story
appearedlate or earlyin the month.
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and a relatively smaller rise in suicides in the
month after the story.
These predictions are consistent with the
availabledata: Stories appearingon or before
the 15th of the month elicit a total rise of 636
suicides in the month of the story and in the
month thereafter.Ninety-eightpercent of this
rise (624/636) occurs in the month of the
story. In contrast, stories appearingafter the
15th of the month elicit a rise of 1,398
suicides in the month of the story and in the
month thereafter.Only forty-sevenpercent of
this rise (651/1398) occurs in the month of
the story.

Variationin the Size of the WertherEffect
Accordingto Amount of Newspaper
Publicity
If the Werthereffect is due to the influence
of newspaper publicity on suggestible
potential suicides, then the more publicity
given to a story of suicide, the largershould
be the rise in suicides after the appearanceof
that story. Thus, for example, the more days a
suicide story appears on the front page, the
largershould be the rise in suicides after that
story appears.Unfortunately, it is difficult to
check this prediction with New York Times
stories because the Times devoted more than
one day of front page space to only three
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suicides.6 However, the New York Daily
News, the most popular daily newspaper in
the U. S., can be used for this purpose. The
thirty-five suicide-storieson page one of the
New York Times can be divided into five
categories, according to the number of days
they appear on the front page of the New
York Daily News. Table 2 shows that, as
predicted, the more days a story appearson
the front page of the News, the larger the
average rise in suicides after that story appears. The five categoriesin this table (0 day,
1 day, etc.) would be rankedin the predicted
orderby chance .0083 (1/120) of the time.
Table 2 implies that suicidesincreasemore
after stories publicizedin the Timesand in the
News than they do after stories publicized in
the Times alone. On the average,suicides rise
by 22.03 in the month after stories publicized
by the Times alone (those in category 0).
6These were Ward, Forrestal and Schupler, who
received two, three and three days of coverage,
respectively. On the average, the number of national
suicides increased 100.3 in the month after each of
these three committed suicide; while suicides increased by 33.2 after each of the remaining front
page suicides listed in Table 1. One would expect
this result if the Werther effect is caused by
suggestion.

Statistics

of

Fducation,
Uealth,
of the U.S. , Yearly

and

Suicides increase an average of 51.3 after
stories publicized in both the Times and the
News (stories in categories 1-4). Of course,
this result would be expected if the Werther
effect is relatedto newspaperpublicity.
Coverage in the Times and in the News
might also be related to the size of the
Werthereffect in anotherway. If this effect is
caused by the suggestive influences of newspaper publicity, then suicides that receive a
great deal of publicity in New York City, but
very little elsewhere, should elicit large increases in New York City suicide levels, and
smaller increasesin other parts of the United
States. Unfortunately, suicide stories which
grip the imaginationof the New York public
almost always interest the rest of the country
as well. Only four suicides are publicized on
page one of the Times and the News but are
not publicized on the front page of the
Chicago Tribune, one of the largest U. S.
newspapersoutside New York City.7
7The assumption that these four suicide stories
were relatively unpublicized outside of New York
City becomes even more plausible when we learn
that all four suicides died in the New York City area
and that three of the four were minor local political
figures (Stengel, Lord, Schupler) unlikely to excite
national interest. However, the fourth suicide
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p
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Adamic

8.62

1.04

Stengel

13.33
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Schupler

25.58
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4.58

3.27

Lord
NOTE:
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VitaZ Statistics.
of Health,

statistics:

New York City,
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IU. S. Department of Health,
statistics:
Source of IT. S. suicides
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VitaZ Statistics
and Welfare,
Public Health Service,
tion,

Table 3 shows that after each of these four
publicized suicides, the proportional rise in
New York City suicides is greater than the
proportional rise in the rest of the country.
This result would occur by chance .062 of the
time (Wilcoxon's matched pairs signed rank
one-tailed test). This result is not statistically
significant at the .05 level but is very nearly
so. Consequently,one might find it instructive
to collect additional data to examine the
problem more extensively. If suicide stories
generate a rise in suicides mainly in the area
where they are most publicized, then two
predictionscan be made:
1) Suicide stories publicizedin the U.S. but
not in GreatBritainshould elicit largerrisesin
Americansuicidesthan in Britishsuicides.
2) Suicide stories publicized in Britain
should elicit larger rises in British suicides
than stories not publicizedin Britain.
The most popular British daily newspaper,
The London Daily Mirror (Newspaper Press
Directory), was used as an indicator of the
publicity given to a suicide story in Britain.It
was assumed that a story covered by the
Mirrorreceivedwide publicity in Britain, and
that a story not covered by the Mirror
received little or no publicity in Britain.
Copies of the Mirrorare availablefrom 1956
in the Libraryof Congress.Table 4 indicates
which of the suicide stories on the front page
of the New York Times (1956-1967) were
also on the front page of the Mirror.Table 4
(Adamic) did have some national reputation as a
writer.

of IT. S.

FducaU. S.

also gives the size of the proportionalrise in
suicides after each suicide story, in the United
States and in Englandand Wales.
As predicted, American suicides generally
rise more than British suicides after a suicide
story publicized in the U. S. but not in
Britain. This result is significant at .005
(Wilcoxon matched pairs signed ranks test,
one tail). On the average, British suicides
decreased by 2.72% after suicide stories not
publicized in Britain. In contrast, suicides
increased an averageof 13.54%after the two
stories that did appear on the front page of
the Mirror. These two, which are the most
heavily publicized of all the stories in Table 4,
produce the first and third largest rises in
British suicide in that table. A result as
extreme as this one would occur less than
.025 of the time by chance (Mann-Whitney
two sample U-Test). Thus, as predicted, the
stories publicized in Britain produce significantly larger rises in British suicides than
stories not publicizedthere.8
SOME POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATION
OF THE WERTHER EFFECT

The data I have presented are consistent
with the idea that the Werthereffect is caused
'In this study, I have found no conclusive evidence
that the means used by the publicized against the
"suggestion hypothesis." However, failure to imitate
one aspect of the front page suicide need not imply
that the front page suicide is imitated in no respect
whatever.
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Table

4.

Rise in Suicides
in the U. S. and in Britain
Percentage
(England
Wales) after
Suicide
Stories
always Publicized
in the U. S. and
Occasionally
in Britain,
1956-1967

Publicized
in
Britain

Suicide
Story

Percentage
Rise in
U. S. Suicides:
Observed-ExpecteX,1oo
Expected

Norman

No

-8.40

Young

No

.66

Schupler

No

5.3 6

Quiggle

No

Zwillman

Rise in
Percentage
British
Suicides:
Ohserved-ExpectedL100
Expected

Difference
between
Percentage
Rise in
Percentage
U.S. &
Rise in Britain,
after
Suicide
Stories
not
Publicized
in
Britain

- 2.63

-5.77

-11.77

12.43

.11

5.47

4.69

- 1.09

5.78

No

6.09

- 5.52

11.61

Bang-Jensen

No

3.79

-10.03

13.82

Smith

No

3.73

- 8.59

12.32

Gedik

No

-3.72

Monroe

Yes

12.04

9.83

Ward

Yes

9.78

17.26

I eyde and
Tillman

No

3.94

6.60

-2.66
13.21
1n.26

-13.23

Lord

No

3.33

- 9.88

Burros and
Morrison

No

3.51

- 6.75
-

.85

9.51

3.18

Mott

No

2.33

Pike

No

3.35

12.04

-8.69

Kravchenko

No

3.67

8.67

-5.00

Lo JuiChing

No

6.06

- 2.06

8.12

Amer

No

2.11

- 3.96

6.07

NOTE:

and

Educaof Health,
statistics:
U. S. Department
Source of U. S. suicide
Public
VitaZ Statistics
and Welfare,
Health Service,
of the U. S.
tion,
General Register
Great Britain,
Source of British
suicide
statistics:
Office,
The Registrar
General's
Statistical
Report for England and Wales.

expected soon after their bereavement.
MacMahonand Pugh (1965) found that the
risk of suicide is high in the four years after
the death of a spouse and particularlyhigh in
the first year. Bunch and Barraclough(1971)
found that suicides tend to kill themselves
close to the anniversaryof the death of their
Possible Influence of Bereavement on the fathers. Other studies on the effects of beWertherEffect
reavementon suicide are reviewedby Rushing
Several investigators have found that the (1968) and by Lester(1972).
MacMahonand Bunch did not show that
suicide rate of bereavedpersonsis higherthan
by newspaperpublicity and suggestion. However, one might prefer a more conventional
explanation of the Werther effect if this
explanation were also consistent with the
data. Three such conventional explanations
will be suggestedand examinedin turn.
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suicidesincreasewithin a month after bereavement, but such an increase is certainly consistent with their findings. Thus, because of
these and other studies, one might well claim
that the Werthereffect results from bereavement at the occurrenceof publicizedsuicides.
It is probable that dying persons are most
likely to elicit widespreadintense grief if they
have been widely known and admired for
some time. Most persons whose suicides were
reported on the front page of the Timeswere
not widely known until they killed themselves;in addition, many were in trouble with
the law and thus not likely to be admiredby
the generalpublic. Consequently,it is difficult
to believe that these persons could elicit
sufficientgrief to increasethe national level of
suicides.
The "bereavement explanation" can also
be evaluated more empirically by examining
the level of suicides after the deaths of U. S.
Presidents. In general, Presidents are among
the most famous and admiredpersonsof their
day. If the Werthereffect is caused by grief at
a publicized death, then U. S. suicidesshould
increasesignificantly after Presidentialdeaths.
Furthermore,Presidentialdeaths should generally elicit a much largerrise in suicides than
is elicited by the more obscure and less
admiredpersonsin Table 1.
These predictionsare not confirmedby the
data. Monthly suicide statistics are available
for many of the years 1900-1968. These
statisticsenable us to calculatethe numberof
suicides after eight Presidentialdeaths. Table
5 shows that the level of suicides increases
after five Presidential deaths; while, it decreases after three Presidential deaths. If
Presidentialdeaths have no effect on the level
of suicide, one would observe five or more
rises out of eight, .363 of the time. Consequently, there is no statistically-significant
tendency for suicides to increase after Presidential deaths. On the average,suicidesrise by
24.81 after a Presidentialdeath;yet they rose
by more, 37.0, after the less famous, less
admired suicide stories in the Times. These
data are not consistent with the notion that
suicides rise after front-page suicide stories
because of the grief elicited by these stories.

produce the association between a front page
suicide and a rise in national suicide levels.
Perhaps the social integration of the society
declines and thus produces a general increase
in publicizedand unpublicizedsuicides.
This explanationseems implausiblefor two
reasons.
1) If prior conditions create a wave of
suicides of which the front page suicide is
merely a publicized example, one would
expect the front page suicide to occur some
time during the suicide wave. In fact, however, this does not happen: The front page
suicide does not seem to occur during the
suicide wave, but before it.
2) The "prior conditions" explanation implies that there is no causal link between the
characteristics of front page suicide stories
and the rise in national suicide levels. If no
such link exists, it is difficult to explain the
observed association between the publicity
given to a suicide story and the rise in suicide
levels thereafter. Until these two difficulties
are resolved, the "prior conditions" explanation remainsimplausible.

Misclassificationof Deaths as a Causeof the
WertherEffect.
Suicides can be misclassified in various
ways, but only one of these (to be called
"type A") is capableof producingthe Werther
effect. It is possible that a front page suicide
story affects the suggestible mind of the
coroner rather than the mind of the potential
suicide. After reading the suicide story, he
may be unusuallylikely to classify an ambiguous death as a suicide instead of as an accident
or homicide.
If the Werther effect is caused by this
"type A" misclassification, then accidental
and homicidal poisonings should decrease
after a suicide story by as much as suicidal
poisonings increase, because the coroner
"shifts" deaths from accidents and homicides
into the category of suicides. Similarly,accidental and homicidal firearm deaths should
decrease by as much as suicides by firearms
increase, and so on for other modes of suicide
like falls and strangulation.In a sequel to this
Prior Conditions May Cause Both the Front paper, I will examine extensively the covariaPage Suicides and the Rise in Suicides tion of suicides, accidents, and homicides.
Thereafter
Space does not permit such an examination
A prior change in social conditions might here. At the moment, it is sufficient to note
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Table

S.

in U. S. Suicides

Fluctuation
1900-1968

Date

President

after

Deaths

of UJ. S.a

Presidentsb

of Death

Observed Number of
in the
Suicides
the
Month after
Death
Presidential

Number of
Expected
in the
Suicides
the
Month after
Death
Presidential

292

297

314

311.5

764

627.5

1514

1515.5

1673

1550

1219

1307

1664

1637.5

1758

1753.5

Harrison

March 13,

1901

McKinley

September

14,

T. Roosevelt

January

Taft

March 8,

Coolidge

January

F. Roosevelt

April

Kennedy

November

Hoover

October

1901

1919d

6,

1930
1933

5,
12,

1945
22,

20,

1963
1964

are for the IT. S.; from 1903 to 1932, data are for the IT. S.
aData for 1933-1968
met
whose statistics
of all states
which consisted
states,
death registration
of accuracy;
standards
prior to 1903, data are for the U. S. death
certain
and the
states
all the death registration
area, which included
registration
states.
that were not in death registration
with accurate
statistics
cities
and the size of the death registration
states
The number of death registration
These
of localities
improved.
area have changed over time as the statistics
about the
inferences
one can draw valid
for before
must be corrected
increases
The method of correction
deaths.
presidential
of suicides
after
fluctuation
examwith the statistics
table can be illustrated
in this
used for the figures
The death
in January,
1932, 1933, 1934.
suicides
ined for Coolidge's
death:
Tn
Texas in 1933 and in 1934, hut not in 1932.
states
included
registration
with
of 1933 and 1934 comparable
states
order to make the death registration
from the
were excluded
of 1932, Texas suicides
the death registration
states
was followed
A similar
procedure
of 1933 and 1934 data.
correction
analysis
for other presidential
deaths.
data are
bBecause
the necessary
tions
in suicides
for presidents
and Wilson.
Cleveland,
Harding,
CSee text

for

rules

determining

unavailable,
who died
the

one cannot
1900,
before

the
calculate
1968,or
after

fluctuafor

month to be examined.

of the armed forces.
suicides
dData for the control
years 1918, 1944 exclude
in suicides
of finding
a rise
the changes
increases
This small bias slightly
the
the bias favors
hence,
after
the death of Presidents
T. and F. Roosevelt;
bereavement
explanation.
NOTE:

1X. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
of data:
Sources
IT. S. Department of
1900-1936.
volumes,
yearly
Statistics,
Mortality
Vital Statistics
Public Health Service,
and Welfare,
Education,
Health,
1937-1968.
of the U. S., Yearly volumes,

that I have found no evidence for that
particular type of misclassification(type A)
capableof producingthe Werthereffect.
I have now examined three alternative
explanations of the Werthereffect.9 None of
9A fourth, minor, alternative explanation might
also be mentioned here. Beginning in 1968, a new
disease category was introduced "Injuries undetermined whether accidentally or purposely inflicted."
This new category tended to reduce the number of

deaths reportedas suicidesin 1968, becausesome of
the deaths that would have been recordedas suicide
were instead recordedas "Injuriesundetermined"in
1968. This tendency for reported suicides to be
decreasedin 1968 affects our analysisof the rise in
suicides after two suicide stories (Amer and Lo
Jui-Ching).Amer's case will serve as an illustration.
Amer killed himself in September, 1967; and the
numberof U.S. suicides in Septemberof 1967 was
high comparedwith the numberin September1966
and 1968. This result could occur because the
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these explanations seems consistent with the
data. At present, the best available explanation of the Werthereffect is that it is caused
by suggestion. In the next sections, the
sociological importanceand usefulness of the
Werthereffect will be evaluated.
DURKHEIM AND THE WERTHER EFFECT

We recall that Durkheimfelt the effects of
suggestion on suicide are unimportant for
three reasons.First, he claimed,suggestionhas
only a local effect on suicide. A person's
suicide may influence those in his immediate
vicinity, but the national suicide level does
not respond to suggestion. Secondly, those
who are prompted by suggestion to commit
suicide would have done so anyway, but
perhapsa little later. And thirdly, even on the
local level, the effect of suggestion is small,
being limited to a few individuals. Each of
these claimscan be examinedin turn.
1) The evidence contradicts Durkheim's
claim that the effects of suggestion are only
local. We have seen a nationwide increasein
suicides in the U. S. and in GreatBritainafter
a suicide story is publicized. Indeed, after
some suicide stories, like MarilynMonroe'sor
Stephen Ward's, the increase in the suicide
level is international.
2) Durkheim also claimed that suggestion
serves merely to precipitate a suicide a little
number of suicides in September of 1967 was
unusuallyhigh, or because the numberof suicidesin
Septemberof 1968 was unusuallylow, followingthe
introduction of the new disease category "Injuries
undetermined." Similarl', the apparent rise in
suicides after Lo Jui-Ching'sdeath might also be
explained as an artifact of the new categoryintroduced in 1968. The introduction of this category
cannot explain the suicide rise after the remaining
thirty-one stories in Table 1, because the rise in
suicidesafter these thirty-onestories was not calculatedwith 1968 data.
At present, one cannot determine whether the
introductionof the new category in 1968 explains
away the entire rise in suicides after the deaths of
Amer and of Lo Jui-Ching.Some of the suiciderise
after their deathsmay be due to imitation,and some
may be due to the introductionof the new category.
But even if one assumesthat the rise in suicidesafter
their deaths is entirely due to the new category,the
results in Table 1 are still statistically significant.
EliminatingAmer and Lo Jui-Chingfrom the analysis of Table 1, we have thirty-onesuicide stories;U.
S. suicides increased after twenty-four of these
stories and decreased after seven. This result is
significantat .0017 (one-tailedbinomialtest, p = .5;
X> 24; n = 31).

sooner than it would otherwisehave occurred.
If Durkheim is correct, then the peak in
suicides after a front-pagesuicide story should
be matched soon afterwards by an equally
large dip in suicides, this dip being caused by
suicides "moving up" their deaths by a month
or two. Referringto Figure 1, we see that no
such dip can be found in the months immediately after the rise in suicides. Thus, front
page suicide stories do not seem to precipitate
suicides by a month or two, althoughsuicides
may be precipitated by a somewhat larger
period. Figure 1 is consistent with three
alternativehypotheses: a) The excess suicides
after a suicide story would have killed themselves anyway, but several months or several
years later; b) The excess suicides would not
have killed themselves if the suicide stories
had not occurred; c) A third hypothesis,
combining the two previous ones, is also
possible: Newspapersuicide stories precipitate
some suicides, and create others. Pending
future research, one cannot discriminatebetween these three hypotheses.
3) Durkheimis partly correct in maintaining that suggestionhas only a small effect on
suicide: Some suicide stories elicit small rises
in national suicides; however, other suicides
stories elicit much largerrises. On the average,
the U. S. suicide level increasedby only 2.51%
after the suicide stories publicizedin the New
York Times. This increase is somewhatlarger,
3.27%, after stories appearing in the New
York Daily News, a newspaper with more
than twice the circulation of the Times. The
rise in British suicide levels is still larger,
13.54%,after stories appearingin the London
Daily Mirror, which'has more than twice the
circulation of the Daily News.10 The largest
increases in British and American suicides
occurredafter the deaths of MarilynMonroe,
the actress, and Stephen Ward, the British
osteopath involved in the Profumo affair. In
the United States, suicides increasedby 12%
I
On the average,the personswhose suicidesare
publicizedin the Daily News or in the Daily Mirror
are perhaps more prestigious than persons whose
suicides are publicizedin the Times. At the present
stage of the investigation,one cannot separatethe
effects of a suicide'sprestigefrom the effects of the
publicity given to his death. Consequently, one
cannot be certain that the response to the Daily
Mirror stories is greater than the response to the
Times stories because the former newspaperhas a
muchlargercirculationthan the latter.
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in the month after Marilyn Monroe's death Klapp, 1969). Persons without friends are
and by 107o in England and Wales. In the two considered susceptible to advertisementsfrom
month period following Miss Monroe's death, lonely hearts clubs (Toch, 1965:93-8) or to
there were 303 excess suicidesin the U. S. and "befriending" groups like the Samaritans
sixty excess suicides in England and Wales. (Fox, 1968) and may join them to counter
Thus, MarilynMonroe's death alone seems to their intense isolation. Alcoholics, who are
have elicited 363 (= 303 + 60) excess suicides often isolated, may be susceptible to the
in two countries, (and other countries may appeals of Alcoholics Anonymous as a collecalso have experienceda rise in suicides). In the tive solution to their problems. Personswith
month after Dr. Ward'sdeath, Britishsuicides incurable diseases may be susceptible to the
rose by 17%; while American suicides in- appeals of faith-healing cults or of other
creased by 10%o.In the two-month period religious groups (Toch, 1965:120). The
after Dr. Ward'sdeath, there were 104 excess lonely, the alcoholic, and the incurablyill are
suicides in Englandand Walesand 198 excess also susceptible to suicide (studies on these
suicides in the United States, for a total of topics have been reviewed by Lester, 1972).
Thus, people suffering anomie and its associ302 suicides.
Consideringthat the observed increasesin ated problems seem to be susceptible both to
suicides after all front-page stories represent suicide and to certain social movements that
more than two thousand "excess" suicides, relieve anomie. This suggests a conclusion
one might be a little callous in claiming that seldom proposed in the literature on suicide:
these increasesare unimportant.But for soci- Committing suicide or joining certain social
ologists, the Werthereffect is probably more movements may be alternative solutions to
important for its theoretical implications. the general problem of anomie or to the
specific problems, like alcoholism, associated
These will be discussedin the next section.
with it." A person who finds no meaningin
life may kill himself; but, on the other hand,
SOME THEORETICAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
he may join a religious or political movement
SUICIDE, SUGGESTION, SOCIAL MOVEMENTS,
that provideshim with meaning.An intensely
AND ANOMIE
lonely person may "choose" suicide as a
Sociologists have long believed Durkheim's solution to his loneliness or he may instead
proposition that anomic individuals are sus- join a movement like the Samaritans that
ceptible to suicide. The findings I have re- provideshim with companionship.Alcoholics
ported suggest that this proposition needs to may kill themselvesor join Alcoholics Anonybe elaborated: Anomic individuals may be mous; terminal cancer patients may commit
particularly susceptible to suicide when the suicide or join faith-healingcults.
notion of suicide has been heavily publicized.
If suicide and social movements are someThe link between anomie and susceptibility times alternative solutions to the problem of
has also been discussed in the literature on anomie, then some interesting questions are
collective behavior, and this fact suggests raised. Why do some anomic individuals
some interesting relationships between the "choose" suicide, a degenerative, individual
literature on suicide and the literature on
collective behavior.
' ' The relevant literature bears only indirectly on
Studies of suicide and of collective be- the notion that some social movements may be
havior indicate that anomic persons are sus- alternatives to suicide. Perhaps Fox (1968) has come
ceptible to solutions to their anomie. But the closest to suggesting that joining a social movement
former studies indicate that anomic persons (the Samaritans) may be a substitute for suicide. But
not appear to generalize his discussion
are susceptible to suicide as a solution; while, even Fox did
to include other social movements. Farberow (1968)
the latter studies show that they are suscep- has suggested the formation of groups to promote
tible to certain social movements, which aim "the reestablishment of feelings of belonging" in the
to reduce anomie. For example, persons who potential suicide. But the groups he envisaged were
find no meaning in life are thought to be to be formed through group psychotherapy, not
social movements. Stengel (1968) has noted
susceptible to religious and political move- through
that a suicide attempt may be a potential suicide's
ments, which provide them with coherent plea to be reintegrated into the group. But Stengel
belief systems that reduce their anomie (Korn- did not consider the social movement as one way to
hauser, 1959; Cantril, 1963; Toch, 1965; achieve reintegration.
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solutionto theirproblems,while other anomic solutions may be equally attractive. In this
persons choose regenerative collective solu- case, the choice of suicide over an alternative
tions like social movements? Social move- may depend on 1) the relative amount of
ments are often regardedas drastic solutions publicity given to the alternative and to
to life's problems, to be taken only when suicide 2) the type of publicity given to the
conventional institutional solutions are un- alternative and to suicide. Earlier in this
available or inadequate (Cantril, 1963:16; paper, I predicted and found that the more
Lang and Lang, 1961:492;
Wilson, publicity given to front-page suicides, the
1973:32-84). Suicide is an even more drastic more suicides increase in the area where the
solution than joining a social movement and publicity occurs. The converse predictions
perhaps is chosen only when appropriate should also hold: The more publicity given to
anomie-reducingmovements are unavailable an alternativeto suicide, the more the suicide
or inadequate. If so, then the following rate should decrease. For example, if these
predictions should hold: In any given loca- argumentsare correct, duringthe election of a
tion, the introduction of an anomie-reducing Pope, when much publicity is given to Cathsocial movement should lower the suicide rate olicism, suicidesshould decrease.
of that location, because some potential suiThe type of publicity devoted to suicide or
cides have been diverted from the more to an alternativeshould also affect the suicide
drastic solution of suicide to the less drastic rate. Studies of suggestion(reviewed in Lang
one of joining a social movement.12 Suicides and Lang, 1961:255-89) indicate that a model
in a region should decrease after a revival is more likely to be imitated if he is prestimovement begins to recruit members there. gious and if his circumstancesare thought to
Similarly, the growth of Wallace's"American be similar to those of the imitator. If these
Party" or of Thurmond's"Dixiecrats"should conclusions can be generalizedto include the
be accompaniedby a fall in suicides,especial- imitation of suicide, then the following prely in the areas where these movements were dictions should hold: When the amount of
most successful. This predicted drop in sui- publicity given to a suicide is controlled for,
cides actually occurs, as will be shown in a the more prestigious the publicized suicide,
sequel to this paper. One would also predict the more it should be imitated. Thus, for
that anomic persons who join a social move- example, Secretary Forrestal or Marilyn
ment should be less likely to kill themselves Monroe should be imitated more often than
than anomic persons who do not join a less prestigious suicides with equivalent pubmovement. For example, alcoholics who join licity. Controllingfor the amount of publicity
Alcoholics Anonymous should be less likely devoted to a suicide story, one might also
than other alcoholics to kill themselves; and expect that persons who are the most similar
persons with terminal cancer should be less to the front page suicide should be the most
likely to kill themselves if they belong to a likely to imitate it. Thus, for example, Amerifaith-healingcult than if they do not. Finally, cans should imitate the front-pagesuicide of
anomic persons who are committed to one an American more often than the front-page
movement should have a lower suicide rate suicide of a foreigner. Furthermore, Amerithan anomic persons who are less committed cans like Mott or Quiggle who killed themand continually switch allegiance from one selves abroad under exotic circumstances
movementto another.
should be imitated less often than Americans
Although suicide may generally be a less who killed themselves at home in familiar
attractivesolution than joining a social move- circumstances.Finally, well-knownfemale suiment, in some special circumstancesthe two cides should affect women more than men;
while the opposite should be true for welll 2Toch (1965:124) cites the example of a known male suicides; famous white suicides
woman who felt ready to gas herself, then met a should affect whites more than blacks; the
memberof the Seventh Day Adventistsand became suicides of the old should be copied more
a member herself. In general, Toch and other
students of collective behaviordo not explore the often by the old than by the young; and so
notion that committingsuicidemay be an alternative on.13 Clearly, the theoretical relationships
to joining certain social movements.See the brief
1 3These predictionscannot be tested with concomments of Toch (1965:15-16) and of Wilson
(1973:36) on this issue.
fidence until many more suicide stories have been
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between suicide, social movements, suggestion, and anomie need to be further ex-
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